
 

The Show 
Muddy Boots wanders where sneakers never will, moving on the back roads through the 
backwoods and to the forgotten cracks of our imagination. Tune in to hear a patchwork of 
sound, snippet, and song; field recordings from wherever, the random whimsical, and the rare, 
and not-so-rare. 

Where to find Muddy Boots online? 
Stream/Subscribe: Radio Public | iTunes | Spotify | Stitcher | Google Play | RSS 
Connect: Facebook | Instagram | Twitter 
Contact: Tenali 
Web Site: muddybootsradio.org 
Embed an episode on your website or in an article: <iframe sandbox="allow-same-origin 
allow-scripts allow-top-navigation allow-popups" scrolling=no width="100%" height="185" 
frameborder="0" src="https://embed.radiopublic.com/e?if=muddy-boots-GmwPb6"></iframe> 

Schedule 
An episode is released once a month, sometimes more and sometimes less. As a nod to my 
mixtape origins, each episode is released as an A Side and a B side, with a total run time of 
(roughly) 2 hours. I invite you to leave a rating of the show on iTunes. I'm a big, huge fan of the 
good ol' word of mouth, so I'd be honored if you told your friends and family about the show. 

Creator 
Tenali Hrenak is from the kettles and moraines of Wisconsin. He is an avid field recordist, music 
and instrument collector, sound designer, radio producer, and musician. While in high school in 
the early 1990s, he started making experimental, collage based mixtapes for friends, which 
were also aired on his radio show at a local college campus radio station. He's been producing 
radio shows - on and off - ever since throughout the United States. His ongoing, extensive 
collection of field recordings have been a popular download in various circles, and he often 
incorporates said sounds into his audio productions. He is the host and creator of Muddy Boots, 
which brings together his love of sound, snippet, and song.  
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Tenali lives in the Catskills in New York with his wife and three cats. Besides audio, he also 
brings his passion to volunteering at disaster relief kitchens throughout the United States, 
traveling, cooking, gardening, hiking, and camping. 
 
What Folks Are Saying 
 
Idiosyncratic Audiology ★★★★★ 
This show experiments with our sense of hearing. It makes us listen. It lulls us. It suprises us. 
Most of all, it entertains us. And it could do the same for you. But,you don't have to take my 
word for it.  — Apple Podcasts by Lavar Burton III 
 
These recordings have changed my life!★★★★★ 
Rainbow Earth Songs used to be known and sung more often. I really appreciate that Tenali has 
made them available to us all for free!!!! Wow!. These songs have helped me get thru dark 
times. These songs have helped me find my voice and sing to others, helping them thru some 
dark times. These songs have also been sung in joy and bliss around campfires and inside 
boring buildings, and beautiful buildings as well. Its been super awesome to sing songs with 
others who have also heard these recordings, or to come upon a camp in Hawai'i where I have 
given someone these songs and then I hear a child singing them! So so much Joy and 
Wonderment these recordings have brought to my life! Thank You Tenali! — Apple Podcasts 
by Love11l11 
 
Auditory journeys ★★★★★ 
So grateful for these whimsical & intelligent sound landscapes. Wonderfully constructed! — 
Apple Podcasts by Mamalyssa T 

Awards 
-Production Grant, Corporation for Public Broadcasting, 2015  KVMR/Nationwide- 9 Episode 
Series 
-Out of the Box Award, 2014 KVMR, Nevada City, CA 
-Out of the Box Award, 2013 KVMR, Nevada City, CA 
-Volunteer of the Year, 2011 KFOK,  Georgetown, CA 
  



 
 


